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- **Demystifying Systemic SEL: Aligned Community Partnerships** - Access the recording, presentation deck, and resources from part nine of this webinar series.

**From CASEL**

- **Aligned Community Partnerships** (CASEL & ThinkTV PBS; 8:36)
  Learn about the ways schools can partner with community members and organizations to provide service and project-based learning opportunities for students. This video is part of a series that provides practical applications for educators pursuing schoolwide SEL.

- **Coordinating SEL Work with Community Partners**
  Downloadable resource offering guidance on how an SEL team can leverage community partnerships intentionally by developing an inventory of partnerships, finding opportunities to deepen SEL alignment and practice, and planning for collaborative communication and continuous improvement.

- **Collaboration Tools for Building SEL Across the School Day and Out-of-School Time**
  Resources developed specifically for school communities that are looking to align SEL practices across the full day - from before school, through classes, lunch and recess, until the last student leaves after-school programming. In this process, you will prioritize the relationships, communication skills, and context necessary for this collaborative approach to SEL.

- **CASEL Guide to Schoolwide SEL: Community Partnerships**
  Guidance and tools for SEL teams as they work toward aligned collaboration with community partners.
● **CASEL’s SEL Framework**  
  Video, downloadables, and an interactive “CASEL Wheel” graphic.

● **CASEL’s 10 Indicators of Schoolwide SEL**  
  This webinar and the previous nine in the series are based on ten indicators of schoolwide SEL – learn more and find resources related to the indicators here.

**From Our Partners and Other Recommended Resources**

● **Embarc Chicago**  
  An educator-founded program connecting Chicago Public Schools with the broader community to provide young people with experiential learning opportunities.

● **Asset Mapping and Experience Building Templates and Rubric**  
  A set of tools from Embarc to guide practitioners through asset mapping, planning field experiences, and evaluating and tuning field experiences for continuous improvement.

● **District-Partner Problem-Solving in Social-Emotional Learning Efforts**  
  A research series from Wallace and RAND on the challenges, opportunities, and lessons learned from implementing and strengthening out-of-school-time partnerships.